
HoC Zombie Defence Tools
Cold Steel SpeCial ForCeS Shovel

The Special Forces Shovel is modeled after the original Soviet Spetznaz shovel. The 
Spetznaz soldiers made up the most elite unit in the Soviet Army. The U.S. equivalent would 
be our Green Berets. The shovel head and socket are forged from medium carbon steel, 
then heat treated for maximum strength. The edges come sharpened to a utility/axe edge 
that can easily be improved to razor sharpness.

The Special Forces Shovel comes complete with a specially made Cor-Ex sheath. The 
sheath features an extra wide belt loop.

http://www.coldsteel.com/spshovel.html

Gerber Camp axe ii
Hand-to-hand combat with the Walking Dead? We don’t recommend it. If you do, 

however, find yourself going toe-to-toe with a decomposing creep we suggest the Camp 
II. It’s our single-hand axe made for close quarter confrontations with a walker. It has an 
elongated handle which means more forceful bone crushing with every swing. Complete 
with a molded plastic sheath, this is Gerber’s essential hand axe for survival in a post-
outbreak society. Also an all-purpose hand axe for setting up camp and chopping wood.

http://www.gerbergear.com/Apocalypse/Gear/Camp-Axe-II_31-000914

dead on annihilator Ultimate WreCkinG bar
An 18-Inch Utility and Wrecking Bar used for breaking down hard surfaces, as well 

as other general hammer uses. Can be used as a demolition hammer, bottle opener, nail 
puller/tile ripper, board straightener, demolition axe, wrench/nail puller and chisel.

This multi-tool can work as a building tool, hammering nails and straightening boards, 
as well as a destruction tool, cutting cables and pulling down reinforcements. All you have 
to do, though, is look at this thing and know it has a much less noble and more brutal 
purpose. It makes a wicked anti-zombie device.

http://www.deadonstore.com/tools.htm

ka-bar Zombie War SWord
In an ever-changing world, the need for preparedness has never been greater. Without 

notice the game can change and the rules no longer apply.
Questioning your gear at a crucial moment is not an option. Whether setting up camp 

or securing your perimeter, the Original Zombie knives are designed to perform under the 
most rigorous, unexpected and apocalyptic situations.

http://www.kabar.com/knives/detail/139
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